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SUMMARY

": A novel concept for efficient volumetric scaling of excimer lasers to high average power

and energy was theoretically and experimentally investigated. Numerical calculations of

the extraction efficiency of an excimer laser amplifier with a nonsaturable distributed loss

are described. These results show that expanding the beam as it traverses the amplifier

can lead to considerably improved extraction efficiency. Expansion angles of 2 to 5 degrees

are useful for large scale laser amplifiers (10 meters in length).

A small scale proof-of-principle experiment was constructed. This consisted of an

Ielectron beam pumped XeCl master oscillator-amplifier system. A" 250 kV electron beam

pumped a 11 cm x 11 cm x 100 cm active volume which served as both a oscillator and

as an amplifier.

Measurements of the extraction efficiency were performed for collimated, cylindrically

expanding, and spherically expanding beams. An expansion angle of - 0.6 degrees led

to an improvement of as much as a factor of 2 in integrated extraction efficiency.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The experimental verification of a novel concept for efficient volumetric scaling of

excimer lasers to high average power and energy is reported here. This concept will permit

efficient scaling of excimer lasers to energy and power levels a factor of ten larger than

allowed by conventional approaches.

The conventional architecture for building an electron beam pumped excimer laser

is shown in Fig. 1.1. The active medium, rectilinear in shape, is pumped by two high

energy electron beams that penetrate the high pressure laser mixture from two opposing

faces of the laser cavity. The laser gas flows in a direction normal to the electron beam

propagation. The optical beam is extracted in the direction orthogonal to both the electron

beam and flow directions. For an active medium which has a nonsaturable absorption, the

efficiency of energy extraction possible from a laser of this geometry decreases precipitously

for absorption length products exceeding unity. In such long amplifiers the optical flux is

amplified along the length to such a level that the gain decreases due to saturation. The

non saturable absorption loss, however, remains unchanged thus decreasing the efficiency

of extracting photons from the active medium.

The expanding wave laser concept reported here removes this constraint by more

closely maintaining the optimum cavity flux density for energy extraction by expanding

the optical beam as shown in Fig. 1.2. Such an expansion can be accomplished by injecting

spherically or cylindrically expanding beams into the amplifier. In Chapter 2 the amplifier

equation is solved numerically and is used to show that this concept can result in an

efficiency improvement of a factor of two over the conventional rectilinear geometry in

Ilarge scale amplifiers. It is also shown that the angle at which the laser beam must be

expanded is relatively small, 2 to 5 degrees. These small expansions allow the use of flow

1-1 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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concepts developed for rectilinear architectures.

Efficient scaling to large energies from a single aperture has a number of advantages

including:

- Simplification of Raman beam combining architecture

* Operation at lower pulse repetition rates for a given average power

e Reduction in fabrication cost for given laser output energy and power

Raman beam combining will be simplified because operation with higher single pulse

energy per beam will require fewer excimer beams to reach the same energy level. This

will significantly reduce the number of optical elements and complexity.

For high average power devices, operation at lower repetition rates and higher single

pulse energies reduces foil cooling requirements and can lead to higher electron beam trans-

mission through the foil support structure and therefore increased efficiency and reduced

system cost. Lower repetition rates also reduce vacuum system requirements because the

outgassing rates from the anode-cathode and foil support structures are strongly depend-

ent on the average current density. These considerations, taken together, could allow the

use of simpler, more rugged cold cathodes.

The design and construction of a small scale proof-of-principle experiment is described

in Chapter 3. A XeCl excimer laser oscillator-amplifier system which was pumped by a

single electron beam was built as a portion of this work. Details of the pulsed high

voltage power supply, unstable resonator optics and other details are discussed. Chapter

4 presents the experimental results in which the actual experimental arrangement and

calibration procedures are discussed. Finally, measurements of the extraction efficiency for

collimated, one-dimensionally expanding (cylindrical), and two-dimensionally expanding

(spherical) beams are shown. These measurements show clearly that the expanding wave

laser concept leads to dramatically improved energy extraction at high flux levels.

As a convenience to the reader we include a reprint of a relevant paper, "Expanding

fBeam Concept for Building Very Large Excimer Laser Amplifiers," by J.H. Jacob, M.

1-4 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY



Rokni, R.E. Klinkowstein, and S. Singer which was published Applied Physics Letters

(February, 1986).
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CHAPTER 2

PERFORMANCE OF EXPANDING WAVE LASER AMPLIFIERS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The energy extraction efficiency obtainable from conventional lasers and amplifiers

with nonsaturable intrinsic absorption decreases substantially in cases in which the laser

intensity is amplified to a level several times the saturation intensity.(-') This result is due
to the fact that high intensities in the amplifier cause saturation of the small signal gain but

not the absorption. In this chapter a new scalable amplifier concept. It was investigated

under this contract, is analyzed. It maintains near-optimum extraction efficiency as the

laser length increases beyond absorption-length products of one.

2.2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPANDING WAVE AMPLIFIERS
AND CONVENTIONAL AMPLIFIERS

The amplification in a one-dimensional laser amplifier is described by:

d - g oo4 (2.1)

dx 1+0

where go is the small signal gain, ao is the nonsaturable absorption coefficient and k I/Is

* :is the local optical intensity in units of the saturation flux. The denominator in the first

term is due to gain saturation. At high fluxes the gain becomes a linear function of the

coordinate rather than an exponential function.

The extraction efficiency of such an amplifier is defined by:

7eztr = (€0 -(0 )t0o~0 z (2.2)

where €, and €0 are the input and output fluxes respectively and C is the maximum

available flux which is given by:

'k avau = N*hiL/(,rI.) goL (2.3)

lb 2-1 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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where N ° is the population inversion, r is the excited state lifetime, hv is the laser photon

energy and L is the amplifier length. Hence;

- 7leztr ::= (Oo - 4,)/goL (2.4)

Integrating Eq. (2.1) for given values of go, ao and 4i, 1iezt, can be calculated as a function

of amplifier length. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show plots of r',st, as a function of amplifier length

for values of Oi of 0.1 and 1.0 using a small signal gain go of 0.02 cm - 1 and a go/ao of 7. At

an injection level of Oi = 0.1, the extraction efficiency initially improves as the amplifier is

lengthened, reaches a maximum value of 30% at about 4.5 meters and then decreases with

further increases of the length. For an injected level of O; = 1.0 the maximum extraction

efficiency reaches a higher value (38%) at an amplifier length of 1.5 meters. This behavior

... may be understood if a local extraction efficiency(2) is defined as:

fiextrlocal) = Alk/AO.auit (2.5)

where Ag'ui = go Ax is the flux available for extraction along the incremental path Ax.

Substituting from Eq. (2.1) we obtain:

17ezt(local) 1 A0 _ a0o (2.6)
go Ax 1+4 go

From Eq. (2.6) an optimum local flux density can be found for which the local extraction

efficiency reaches a maximum. This is a local value, not the integrated efficiency given by

Eq. (2.4). The local optimum flux density is

.. = (goo) 1 (2.7)

and the maximum local extraction efficiency is given by:

77eztr(max) a - (2.8)

If the local flux density could be fixed at 4o as the beam is amplified, the integrated

extraction would be the maximum possible. Since the local flux in a conventional rectan-

gular geometry amplifier is a monotonic function of the amplifier length, the optimum flux,

2-2 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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given by Eq. (2.7), may be achieved over only a limited region of the amplifier. Therefore,

for a particular go and go/ao, there will exist an optimum laser amplifier length for most

efficient integrated energy extraction.

Scaling a laser amplifier to large single pulse energies and maintaining an extraction

efficiency close to the maximum locally achievable value requires that the local flux density

be as near the optimum value over as large a region of the amplifier as possible. This can be

achieved by using the amplifier in an expanding beam geometry as shown schematically in

Fig. 2.3. The beam expansion is designed to compensate for the increase in flux created by

the gain in the active medium. The beam expansion can be two-dimensional (spherical) or

one-dimensional (cylindrical) with the expansion angle selected to maximize the extraction

efficiency for a desired amplifier length.

To facilitate optimum design of laser amplifiers using the expanding beam concept,

an amplifier model which can be solved numerically has been developed. As will be shown,

in such a model an informative dependent variable is the total power O(z) = '(x). S(x)

flowing through the laser cavity. Here the beam cross sectional area at a location x is given

by S(x). The changing beam area requires an additional term in Eq. (2.1):
dO goo dS

d4 g4 - co -- - (2.9)
dX 1+-0 S(x) dx

Substituting for the laser power reduces Eq. (2.9) to the simpler form:

d o g o + / - o 'P ( 2 .1 0 )

dx 1+tS

Comparing Eq. (2.10) with Eq. (2.1) it is clear that expanding the beam is equivalent to

increasing the saturation power along the length of the device.

The extraction efficiency in this case is given by: 77ext, : (V'o - ',)/Vat where t,.

and V1, are the output and input powers (in units of I, times the local area) respectivelv

and , is the available power given by:

N" hvV
.goV (2. I)

2-5 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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where V is the volume of the amplifier from which the beam extracts energy.

Equation (2.10) must be solved numerically for a given set of amplifier paramaters.

From these results the area expansion ratio S(L)/S(O) can be found which maximizes the

Ell extraction efficiency for a given length.

In Figures 2.4 through 2.6 the dependence of the integrated extraction efficiency as

a function of amplifier length for an expanding beam amplifier is compared with that of

a conventional amplifier. The expanding wave amplifier is modelled as having a square

optical angle of 0 = 50, and an entrance area of So = 10s cm 2 . The plots correspond to

k O4i values of 0.1, 1 and 1.5 a small signal gain of go = 0.02 cm - and a gain to loss ratio

(go/ao) of 7. From these figures, the improvement in the integrated extraction efficiency at
large lengths, obtained by using the expanding beam concept, is obvious. For the largest

lengths of 15 meters, the expanding wave amplifier provides an extraction efficiency of

twice that of the conventional rectilinear amplifier.

These results indicate that for a gain medium with nonsaturable intrinsic absorption,

the expanding wave geometry allows length scaling of laser amplifiers while maintaining

integrated extraction efficiencies close to the maximum local value. The expanding wave

gtechnique also permits considerably improved extraction for a fixed amplifier length as

shown in Fig. 2.7. The amplifier in this situation is modelled to be 50 cm long. A small

signal gain of 0.02 cm - 1 and a gain to loss ratio of 7, characteristic of XeCI pumped by an

electron beam, were assumed.

For the unexpanded beam case, the extraction efficiency increases rapidly as the

input flux increases and reaches a peak of 38% for an input flux of 1.5 0.. The extraction

efficiency then decreases and reaches zero for an input of 6 40. This situation follows from

Eq. (2.1) when the injected level is i= (go/ao- 1) the right hand side vanishes identically.

At this flux level, the saturated gain provided by the active medium is precisely equal to

the nonsaturable absorption loss and no net gain occurs. At higher injected flux levels the

loss dominates over the gain and a net loss to the beam takes place.

S2-7 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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ap.

The second curve in Fig. 2.7 displays dramatically different behavior. As the input

flux is increased, the efficiency rises more slowly and reaches a peak of 35% when Oi = 5.

At this level the extraction from the nonexpanded beam approaches zero. The cylindrical

expansion falls between these two cases. These results suggest that the expanding beam

pE concept may be verified simply in a fixed length amplifier by measuring the extraction

efficiency over a range of input fluxes for collimated and expanding beams.
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CHAPTER 3

PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE EXPERIMENT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

To verify the expanding beam laser concept for scaling laser amplifiers, a small scale

proof of principle experiment has been designed and constructed. A single-sided electron

beam pumped volume (11 cm x 11 cm x 100 cm) served as a master oscillator and simul-

taneously as a power amplifier as shown in Fig. 3.1. The upper half of the pumped volume

was configured as an oscillator which employed unstable resonator optics to generate an

output beam of adequate quality. A 3.8 cm diameter portion of the output beam was re-

duced in area by a telescope and injected into the lower amplifier section. This reduction

in beam size was used to conveniently reach proper injected flux levels. A gas absorber cell

(containing a mixture of C12 and Ar) permited the injected flux level to be controlled while

pumping the laser at constant conditions. Finally, a spherical or cylindrical lens could be

inserted into the optical path to permit the variation in extraction efficiency of one- and

jtwo-dimensional expanding beams to be compared to that of a collimated beam.

3.2 PULSED POWER AND MAGNETIC FIELD DESIGN

A block diagram of the elements required to construct an electron beam pumped

excimer laser system is shown in Figure 3.2. The laser oscillator was designed to provide

6 Joules of output in a 300 nsec pulse using a 10 x 6 cm2 portion the laser cross section.

Assuming typical values for laser efficiency and allowing for the pumping of the addi-

tional cross section required for the amplifier section and losses in the foil and foil support

structure a single sided electron beam must be capable of producing 10' Joules//isec in

electron beam power. An electron beam energy of at least 250 kV is needed for adequate

beam penetration and uniform energy deposition within the laser medium. From the elec-

tron beam power and energy the pulsed power supply output impedance may be found
:J"

3-1 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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9cm EXPERIMENT

LASER CROSS SECTION

Figure 3.1: Laser Cross Section Showing Electron Beam Pumped Master
Oscillator-Amplifier Configuration. The Electron Pumping

1 Beam Enters From the Left.
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from:

R=V 2 /P=6f (3.1)

t The electron beam requirements are summarized in Table 3.1. A pulsed power system

consisting of a 600 kV, 1 milliamp direct current power supply which charges seven cables

in parallel was selected because of its operational simplicity and reliability. A cable system

combines energy storage and the functions of a pulse forming line into a single device. The

cables use an oil impregnated dielectric and are rated to 1 MV DC. At 500 kV charging

voltage a total of 4.75 kJ is stored in the cable system. The cable lengths were selected to

generate a 400 nsec output pulselength. Figure 3.3 shows the achieved waveforms of current

(measured by a calibrated Rogowski loop) and cathode voltage (measured by calibrated

capacitative probe). The desired magnitudes of current and voltage (13 kA, 240 kV) along

with a 50 nsec risetime are evident. Comparison of the current measured at the cathode

. to that which flows through the drift space allows the transparency of the anode to be

estimated at 65%. The anode screen itself has a geometric transparency of 70%.

This configuration requires only a single trigatron high voltage switch to transfer the

energy stored in the cables into the electron beam system. This approach eliminates jitter

problems due to multiple spark gaps. An important design issue in such a system is the high

voltage terminations at the ends of the charge. Since half the charge voltage appears at the

cathode for a properly matched system, the terminations must be designed to withstand

600 kV DC with adequate safety margins. A numerical electrostatic potential solver was

employed to verify that the maximum electric field stresses within the termination were

limited to acceptable levels. Figure 3.4 shows the equipotentials in a critical region of the

-termination design. The maximum field stress at full voltage is 60kV/cm which is a

factor of 2 below the point at which flashcver along the surface of the lucite insulator would

. start to become a problem. A photograph of a complete cable and termination assembly

is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Guide magnetic field coils are required to prevent the self field of the electron beam

14 3-4 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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TABLE 3.1:

Electron Beam System Requirements

- IMPEDENCE 6 Q

- E-BEAM VOLTAGE 250 kV

- E-BEAM CURRENT 40 kA

2
"" CATHODE AREA 11 X 100 cm

- CURRENT DENSITY 36 A/cm

- ANODE/CATHODE SPACING 5 cm

- PULSE LENGTH 4 x 10"7 cm

I..

t.

; 3- 5
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CURRENT

4 kA

-%

]- - 200 ns

VOLTAGE

57 kV

WIP 
200 n$

Figure 3.3: Electron Beam Current and Voltage
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from pinching the currat and leading to nonuniform pumping or foil damage. A guide

field also limits scattering of the electron beam out of the laser cavity by the laser gas

mixture. The field strength required to prevent pinching may be estimated by modelling
-.

the 11 cm x 100 cm electron beam as an infinite current sheet. The strongest self-field is

5 located at the midpoint of the long axis of the current distribution. Ampere's law(4 ) can

be used to derive:

, B - 2 (3.2)
V 2

where /u0 is the permeability of free space, I is the beam current density, and h is the

height of the cathode. At a beam current of 40 A/cm2 Eq. (3.2) results in a self-field of

250 Gauss. Corrections due to the finite width of the cathode raise this value by - 10%.

Two racetrack magnetic field coils are used to generate a uniform 2000 G guide field alcng

the electron beam. Field uniformity was evaluated using SRL MAG-PC software and was

designed to be better than 4% within the pumped volume of the laser. Each 2.4 meter

x 0.72 meter water cooled coil carries - 1200 amperes at a 2000 G field.

3.3 LASER OSCILLATOR RESONATOR DESIGN

An important issue which must be addressed in the design of this experiment is

13 a suitable laser system. Shown in Table 3.2 are three candidate excimer lasers (XeF,

XeCi and KrF). An acceptable balance between lasing efficiency and required flux level is

provided by XeCI. Although KrF is more efficient, the combination of a high saturation

flux and high gain to loss ratio raises the required laser output to unacceptable levels.

An unstable optical resonator (' ) is an appropriate choice to generate a near diffraction

limited output beam in a large volume, high gain laser such as XeCI. The output flux from

a laser oscillator may be predicted by using the analysis of Rigrod&2Y

o )L •n r
. aLln-, r

where , is the output flux density in units of the saturation flux and r is the cavit.

roundtrip feedback. For the pump conditions anticipated g9, 0.06 cm 1 and 9. a 6
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These values lead to:i, = 2.06 at r 0.10 (3.4)

Therefore, a resonator with a 10% feedback will generate an output beam with a flux
L

density of 2.06 times the saturation flux. This corresponds to an extraction efficiency from

the oscillator of 34%. The optimum of Eq. (3.3) with respect to the feedback occurs at

2.10 and r = 0.055. The additional feedback of a 10% feedback design allows a

margin for losses in coatings, etc. A confocal design is used to produce a collimated output

beam. The feedback mirror is offset to allow a unobstructed 6 x 6 cm beam to exit the

cavity. Output energies of 6 - 7 Joules have been extracted from the oscillator section of

- the laser.

A photograph of the assembled laser system is shown in Fig. 3.6. The racetrack

magentic field coils and cable pulsed power supply are evident.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The energy extraction of an XeCl laser amplifier using collimated and expanding

beams was measured. The predicted improvement in extraction by the use of an expanding

w wave amplifier was observed.

4.2 LASER DIAGNOSTICS

The performance of the electron beam system was monitored by a calibrated capac-

itative high voltage probe and calibrated Rogowski loops. The high voltage probe was

calibrated by generating a high voltage pulse at the cathode and comparing the capacita-

tive probe signal to a calibrated Tektronix Corporation Model P6015 high voltage probe.

This was performed with the electron beam box in normal operating position. Access to

the cathode was achieved by removing the anode, foil, and foil support. High current

carbon surge resistors were used to simulate the 6 fl diode impedance. The maximum

calibration voltage was limited by the calibrated probe to 40 kV. This voltage was low

enough that no breakdown problems into air were observed. The Rogowski current probes

* were also calibrated in place using a Ion Physics Corporation Model CM-10-M current

02 transformer to measure the current flowing in the surge resistors.

The optical layout is shown in Fig. 4.1. A gas absorber cell, which contained a
e." mixture of Cl 2 and Ar was used to attenuate the output laser intensity to the proper

level. Typically a 15:1 Ar to Cl 2 mixture was employed. Reducing the total pressure in

the cell reduced the attenuation in controllable steps. A 3.8 cm diameter portion of the

oscillator output beam was isolated by a mask and reduced in size by a 3.8:1 telescope to

yield a 1 cm diameter beam which was used in the extraction experiments. A 3 degree

fused quartz wedge reflected a small fraction of the beam onto a Hamamatsu R11931'

14 4-1 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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photodiode as a monitor of the laser output. A second Hamamatsu photodiode (which

had been calibrated relative to the first by using the XeCl laser) was used to record the

amplified beam intensity. Both diodes had a well defined aperture. Laser energies were

measured with a Scientech Corporation volume absorbing calorimeter. A typical laser shot

3is shown in Fig. 4.2 which displays the electron current flowing through the drift space,

the cathode voltage, and the laser output pulse.

7 4.3 EXTRACTION MEASUREMENTS

Energy extraction measurements were performed at the conditions shown in Fig. 4.2.

The electron beam voltage was 240 kV and the current density was 13 A/cm2 . Adequate

penetration across the cross section of the electron beam at this voltage was verified by a

Monte-Carlo electron beam deposition code. The laser gas mixture included 2 torr HCI and

40 torr Xe per atmosphere. A total pressure of 1.15 atm with an Ar buffer was employed.

In Fig. 4.3 the extracted energy as a function of the input flux for a collimated

beam is shown. The beam was verified to maintain a diameter of 1.0 cm (within less

than 1 mm variation) over a 3 meter path in the laboratory. The zero crossing of the

extraction when the injected flux level reaches high levels is evident. The solid curve is

i an analytic solution to the amplifier equation chosen to cross zero at the same place as

the data and to fit the data at high injected fluxes. Values of go= 0.07 cm - 1 and go/ao=

6 gave an acceptable fit to the data except at the lowest injection levels. These fitting

parameters determine the injected flux scale, i.e. 4i = 50, at an injected flux of one

unit. The macimum injected intensity is approximately 4 MW/cm2 . Extrapolating from

recent measurements (6 ) such an intensity corresponds to a 0/0, of 13. The small signal

gain of 0.07 cm - 1 and go/ao = 6 are consistant also with the AVCO data(6 ) allowing for

the present experimental conditions. A one-dimensional beam expansion is compared to

fly the collimated case in Fig. 4.4. The same parameter values as were used in Fig. 4.3 were

used to calculate the second theoretical curve. A significant improvement in extraction can

be seen. For example, at an injected flux level for which a collii..ated beam extracts no net

4-3 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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(a.) CURRENT

4.1 kA/div

(:b) VOLTAGE

57 kV/div

*1

(c) )LASER OUTPUT

200 ns
Figure 4.2: Typical XeC! Laser Shot Showing (a) The Electron Beam Current

Through the Drift Space, (b) The Cathode Voltage, and (c) The
Laser Optical Output. SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
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. Figure 4.4: Measured Extraction Efficiency of Cylindrically Expanding Beam

Compared to Collimated Beam.
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Figure 4.5: Measured Extraction Efficiency of Spherically E'xpanding Ifeani
Compared to Collimated Beam.
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energy this expanding beam still extracts energy at 65% of the peak extraction efficiency.

The effect of a two- dimensional expansion is shown in Fig. 4.5. A negative lens of -100

cm focal length was used to produce the expansion in both cases. A cylindrical lens for

Fig. 4.4 and a spherical lens for Fig. 4.5. Particularly dramatic is the improvement in the

spherical expansion. For this spherical expansion the energy extraction remains at 74%

of the peak value at an injected flux for which a collimated beam would not extract net

- -~ energy. These plots are of relative efficiency, i.e. the extra volumes that the expanding

beams interact with have been allowed for.

An additional verification that an expanding beam reduces the effects of gain sat-

uration is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. These figures show the time history of the two

photodiodes as recorded by the data acquisition system. In each case the upper curve

is the time history of the amplified laser pulse and the lower curve is the injected pulse

shape. In Fig. 4.6 gain saturation causes the output pulse to be flattened. An expanded

beam, shown in Fig. 4.7, follows the input shape and is not saturated. The optical

attenuation used on the second photodiode was lower for the expanded beam data. The

" detected electrical signal was higher in this case indicating that saturation of the detector

3 or electrical amplifiers is not occuring.
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Optical extracioit efficiecy from convemiiolal laser-, and amplifiers with nonllsaturable Intnnsic

absorption is submtantially below the maximumi efliciency at absorplion length products
exceeding unity. Thm result is caused by the fact thai high intensities in the jmplifier cause

saturation of gain but not absorption I thi s letter, a new scalable amplifier concept is analyzed

which maintains near maximum extraction efficiency as the laser length increases beyond
absorption length products of unity

In this letter a novel concept is presented for efficient while the amplifier pulse length is of order I ps. hence the

volumetrc scaling of excimer lasers to high average power steady state analysis is valid.

and energy. This concept will enable one to efficiently scale The extraction efficiency of an amplifier is given by

excimer and exciplex lasers to energy and power levels a 7, = (0 - O, )/#, (2)

factor of 10 larger than that allowed by conventional geome-
try Such a laser could, for example, be used for inertial con- where , and 44i, are the input and output fluxes respectively

finement fusion. The active medium for a conventional ge- and 0., is the maximum available flux which is given by

-. ometry excimer laser is rectilinear in shape and is pumped by 0.. = N *hvLI/r,) = gL, (3)

one or two high-energy electron beams which penetrate the where N * is the population inversion density, r is the excited

high pressure laser mixture from two opposng faces of the state lifetime. hv is the laser photon energy, and L is the

p. laser cavity.' For active media with intrinsic nonsaturable amplifier length. Solving Eq. (I) for given values of go, ao,

absorption. the efficiency of a laser having this geometry and 0_,, ,i. can he calculated as a function of amplifier

decreases rapidly for absorption length products exceeding length. Figure I shows plots of7,7, asafunctionofL fortwo
unity. ' For such absorption length products, the optical values of 0, 0.1 and I and for the typical values of
cavity flux increases along the length and the saturated gain g = 2 x 10 -cm -'and) go/ao) = 7. The scaling of amplifi-

decreases. The nonsaturable absorption, however, remains er efficiency with length is apparent in the plots. For 4,

unchanged and so the efficiency of extracting photons from = 0. 1. the extraction efficiency first increases with increas-
.'the active medium decreases. ing length and cavity flux, reaches a maximum of 30% at

The expanding beam concept discussed here removes about 4.5 m., and then decreases with further increase of the

- . ; . . this constraint by expanding the beam and maintaining near length. For 40, = I the maximum extraction efficiency has a

optimum cavity flux density during a single pass. Such an higher value (38%) which is reached at a length of 1.5 m. To
expansion can be accomplished by injecting a beam with understand this general behavior, a local extraction effi-

spherical or cylinrial phase front into the amplifier. By ciency can be defined as'
solving the amplifier equation, we show that this concept can

, result in an effkicricy improvement of a factor of 2 over the 17, (local) = AO/A.U, (4)

conventional rectilinear geometry in large scale amplifiers, where A'.. = gA.x is the available flux along an increment-

Further, the angle as which the laser beam must he expanded al path Length A-x. From Eqs. ( I) and (4) it is easy to show'

-. is relatively small. 2"-5. These small expansion angle- are that there is an optimal flux given by 4', = ( go/ao) ,t2 - I

...:. appropriate for using flow concepts developed for rectilinear for which the local extraction efficiency is ma-ximal with the

*,.', amplifiers value 77., (local max) = [I - a/go)"1]. In an amplifier
",.' The amplification equation in a conventiotal rectilinear with the conventional rectangular geometry the flux is in

4' laser amplifier is given- by - general samller than the optimum flux at small lengths and

- _ g,,4 larger than the optimum flux at large lengths. Therefore, the

- = -" -da,, .I total extraction efficiency of the amplifier first increases with

"dx length, reaches a maximum, and then drops with further
where g, is the small signal gain. E,, the notisaturahle abh.Arp- increase of the length.
tion coefficient, and 4b I/1, is the intensily in uitls 0f the To scale to large single pulse energy with an extraction
faturation flux. In writing Eq. I) we have implicitly assumed efficiency close to the maximum, the local flux degsity must

that the steady state analysis is valid. This is true so long as be maintained near its optimal value. This can be achieved

the amplifier pulse length is much longer than the excmner by using the amplifier and the amplified beam in a matched
lifetime. Typically the excimer lifetime is less than 10 ns expanding beam geometry as shown schematically in Fig. 2.

'Pernanetil Adir.i, The Racah insiiitjien(Fhy.cs. The ItH'hrew U.,,er In tits case the beam expansion can be designed to compen-

shy, Jerualem. krael sate for the increase in flux density created by the gain of the
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acrive medium. The beam expansion can be two dimensional %ion ith an angle o(19 - and an entrance area of 10'cm'

(sphe-cal) or one dimensional (cylindrcal) and the expan-
sion angle can be selected to maximize the extraction effi-
ciency for a desired length. In Figs. 3 and 41 he dependence of the integrated extrac-

In an expanding beam amplifier i' 'IS(x) . 1. where lion efficiency on amplifier length in an expanding beam

S(x) is the cross-sectional area and Eq (I) isnot applicable amnplifier is compared with that of a rectilinear amplifier.

Here the variation of t4 is due to the variation of the cross- I be expanided beain amplifier is assumed to have a square
sectional area as well as gain and absorptiot and we have crmos secion expanding in twodiinension aan angle =

said aii enatrance area of S1 = 10' cm' The plots correspond
(5)- ()I) to 4 values ofO 0 . smiall-signal gain of g. =2 Y- 10 -2 cm -'

-dx as ) dx +y odx and gddl,, = 7 Fromn these figures the improvement in the

The second term in Eq 5) is the variation of 6 with r whee S integrated extraction efficiency at large lengts. obtained by

is constant and is given by Eq. (1). Substituting Eq r) into using an expanding beam amplifier concept, is obvious For

,q. H I one obtains the largest length of IS m, the expanding beam amplifier has

di 4t dS &0 an extraction efficiency of twice the conventional rectilinear

+0'a,

dx S ,, + , amplifier

Defining .'x= 4'ls(XI we get From thes reult s wecanconclude that forae in medi-
um wiih nons lurable intrinsic absorption, the expanding

" drb S ddS I _da id = .dx d_ + 4S- = -_ ,,, (i beam geometry allows laser amplifiers to be scaled to Large
t.-,dx dx dx I + i€'/S

Companng Fq 16) with Fq III we see that the beam T

expansion ts equivalent to an increasing saturation flux with , ., 2 , . , . . .. • ,

increasing length
The extraction efficiency in this case is given by i/.,_
4, ', - ' )/I,.., where Lb,, and d1,, are the output and input 6 ...

powers i) units of 1,) respectively and V,.. is the available

power given by

N A vVP
Oki. -- goV. 7 7

where V is the volume of the amphlfier I

_________ -- --- (; 4 (C-iparms n he oeerithe ietglih dee ndlece nf Ihe exiracion effi-

N Cef-- i- All" PI.amiied t an, anipliher anid ihal for a relilinear amplifier

rl; 2 &liemaiwc geinic , ,)f ar expatilfed bani aitipilnh ai- the isi ,t the plarameteri s 1n I ga
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lengths while maintaining integrated extraction efficiencies beari geoinctty than in the colV iitloilal rectilinear ampli-

close to the maximum value. An additional advantage of the tiers.

expanding wave amplifier is the reduced adverse effects re- '. for exeimpIc. M Rokni. J A Mangano, I I] Jacob. and J C lista.

suiting from amplified spontaneous enission. This is be- IEiE I Quaiur -kctron QE.14. 464 19781

cause the gain is more uniformly saturated in the eApanded :W W Ri0rind. ILE) I Quaniuin Elco:ron QE-14. 377 119791
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